
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a compensation analyst. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for compensation analyst

Implements and administers base pay and incentive compensation programs,
including job classification and job family structures, job pricing criteria and
compensation structures
Assists in special compensation projects, including development of new and
redesign of existing rewards programs by providing insight and analytical
skills to evaluate impacts and effects of changes to compensation programs
Performs ongoing competitive analysis, market analysis and
recommendations, job family descriptions, job audits and analysis, job
classification analysis and recommendations, establishing policies and
guidelines, auditing practices against guidelines, strategic scanning of the
external environment, external reporting, and vendor management
Generate reports to disseminate compensation metrics to COE team
Manage survey library and compensation software
Support Compensation Directors and consulting engagements
Produces a variety of competitive, financial and statistical analyses in support
of global compensation design efforts
Develops training programs to communicate new or revised compensation
programs
Act as a Compliance resource for business units within assigned areas of
responsibility
Contribute to the communication, roll-out, and project management of the
focal point salary planning and incentive payout processes at both the
corporate and project levels
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Excellent Excel Skills are a must
Must be highly proficient in Microsoft Office Suite, particularly in Excel with
the ability to create pivot tables and utilize functions such as VLOOKUP,
MATCH, and INDEX
1 to 2 years of experience as a Compensation Analyst is preferred
Ability to use a personal computer and Microsoft Office software
applications.Proficiency with Microsoft Excel, with strong emphasis in
statistical analysis
2+ years of experience in a compliance or security-related position
Experience in managing audit and compliance related projects preferred


